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INTRODUCTION
Learn the latest developmental neuroscience and valuable new skills for supporting parents
and children in your practice.

Emotional and behavioral issues are of real concern for increasing numbers of families. And
the evidence is mounting that when stress is high for either the child or the parent, good
support is needed for both. But you've probably noticed it’s not always easy to give parents
useful, actionable information and help in a therapeutic setting so that both they and their
children can move forward.

Join an eight-week intensive course in Hand in Hand Parenting, designed for therapists,
social workers, early childhood educators, childcare providers, clergy, and medical
professionals who serve and care about families. Your choice of class sessions. The online
classroom is open and ready for you now.



Based on a new way of understanding emotional relationships in the family and
strengthening the parent-child connection, the Professionals Intensive course will deliver:

● Expertise in the Hand in Hand Parenting approach. You will practice in your
own family and in your professional practice.

● Discussion of developmental theory and neuroscience, with a focus on
practical and experiential application.

● Guidance on using these practices both in your family and with your patients.
● Opportunities to share your own experience.

CLASS FORMAT

● Small-group mentoring via a weekly conference call.
● A portion of each mentoring session devoted to your specific questions and

experience.
● An online classroom with materials for on-going discussion and sharing of

ideas.
● All participants will also have full access to the videos and written materials

from our Hand in Hand Parenting Starter Class, including the Parent
Handbook.

Rich learning will take place as you spend several hours weekly practicing new skills with
the parents and children in your family and profession. You may want to begin thinking
about scheduling regular time with a child to deepen your learning experience.

Additional educational materials and research will be made available to match your
particular interests and client needs.

Total weekly time commitment of 4 – 6 hours per week.

CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT DETAILS

The Professionals Intensive in Hand in Hand Parenting meets the qualifications for 14 to 18
hours of continuing education credit (total depends on the length of your weekly mentoring
call) for LMFTs, LCSWs, LPCCs, and/or LEPs as required by the California Board of Behavioral



Sciences. Course completion certificates will be issued at the end of the course upon receipt
of a completed course evaluation. We cannot guarantee the acceptance of CAMFT-approved
CEUs in other US states or anywhere outside the US. If you have questions about earning
CEUs, contact us at admin@handinhandparenting.org

Accessing Your CEU Certificate

There is no charge for obtaining your CEU Certificate or Certificate of Completion or for
accessing a copy as needed.

Request your certificate by e-mailing program@handinhandparenting.org after you have
completed the Course Evaluation. Include your full name, e-address, and name of your call
mentor. If you are an LMFT, LCSW, LEP, or LPCC and thus qualify for CEUs, please include
your professional title, your license number, and the state in which you are licensed.

We will send your certificate within five working days. It will be kept on file at Hand in Hand
for a period of at least 4 years.

To obtain an electronic copy of your certificate within that time period, send a request via
email to program@handinhandparenting.org. Include your full name, the start date and year
of your Professionals Intensive Course, your call mentor’s name, and your e-address. We will
respond within five working days.

LEARNING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
By the end of this course, you will be able to:

● describe, demonstrate, and employ the main concepts and tools of the Hand
in Hand Parenting approach in your practice with stressed parents and/or
children;

● assist stressed parents to release stored tension in a therapeutic or
educational setting by replicating the Hand in Hand learning environment
model, a well-tested mix of mentoring, information-sharing, Q & A, and
confidential listening time that promotes emotional recovery and behavioral
change in the parent leading to an improved parent-child relationship;

● understand, explain, and cite the research that underlies the Hand in Hand
connection-focused parenting approach;



● navigate and employ the trove of Hand in Hand Parenting resources, many of
them free, available to support you in your work with parents;

● if you wish, continue your relationships with your cohort of smart, caring
professionals to strengthen your network of support.

“A unique element of this course is the opportunity to participate in a
multidisciplinary, and often international, mentoring group where
participants can experientially engage with the Hand in Hand Parenting tools
and collaborate with colleagues who are exploring this approach in a wide
variety of professional settings and within their own families. The
cross-disciplinary conversations that go on in these mentoring calls have
been a true professional highlight for me!”

Maya Coleman, Ph.D. Clinical Psychologist

ABOUT YOUR INSTRUCTORS

Weekly instructional section are led by one of the following Instructors:

Maya Coleman, Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology, M.A. in Special Education/Learning
Disabilities CV

Clinical Psychologist in private practice in Washington, D.C. since 2012. Her emphasis is in
using Hand in Hand Parenting in these areas: parent-child relationship therapy for children
birth to 6 years; support for parents of children with developmental and behavioral
challenges; attachment-focused, trauma-informed services for adoptive and foster families;
and professional development trainings in trauma-sensitive classroom practices for
preschool programs. Maya currently leads a research project on training Early Childhood
Educators in the use of Hand in Hand Parenting as a trauma-informed practice in Head Start
and other preschool communities. Instructor/Trainer in Hand in Hand Parenting since 2013.

Shelley Macy, M.A. in Human Development CV

Preschool teacher 1975 to 1990. Lead Instructor and curriculum developer, Early Childhood
Education Faculty, Northwest Indian College, 1989 – 2015. Her expertise is in using Hand in
Hand Parenting in under-served communities in these areas: training and mentoring Early

https://www.handinhandparenting.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/CAMFT-CE-Certification-Renewal-2021-3B-Resume-Maya-Coleman.pdf
https://www.handinhandparenting.org/camft-ce-certification-renewal-2021-3b-resume-shelley-macy/


Childhood Educators; working with parents and children in the preschool and Community
College setting. Shelley has published research from a multi-year project employing the
Hand in Hand Parenting approach in Early Childhood Education in a Native American
community in Bellingham, WA. Instructor/Trainer in Hand in Hand Parenting since 2009.

Pamela J. Oatis, MD, FAAP. Pediatrician; Medical Director of Ethics at Mercy Hospital,
Toledo OH; Medical Director of Pediatric Palliative Care at Mercy Hospital CV

Her expertise includes using Hand in Hand Parenting in these areas: treating children of
families challenged by poverty in an urban setting; and building a multidisciplinary,
hospital-based team to work with families whose children require palliative care. Pamela
has conducted a multi-year statewide research project in Ohio to train Public Health nurses
in one aspect of Hand in Hand Parenting. Instructor/Trainer in Hand in Hand Parenting since
2009.

Robin Setchko, LMFT, M.A. in Counseling CV

In private practice since 1991. Robin co-owned and directed a summer camp for 50 young
people ages 8 to 14, training and supervising all counselors and staff for 8 years. Her
expertise includes using Hand in Hand Parenting in these areas: her work as a therapist with
parents; bringing the approach to preschool staff, parent, and community groups in Sonoma
County, CA; and in using Hand in Hand Parenting with older young people, adolescents, and
parents of adolescents. Instructor/Trainer in Hand in Hand Parenting since 2010.

Emily Murray, Hand in Hand Program Director and Founder and Director of Birth Roots
Center for Community Supported Parenting and the Facilitating Community Training
Program

Emily has worked in the field of public health and perinatal support since 1999 and
experienced the ins and outs of preschool classroom life for 6 years as a teacher’s assistant
and Board Member for a co-op preschool attended by her children. Her expertise includes
working with and supporting professionals and paraprofessionals in perinatal mental health,
perinatal education, in-home support for parents, preschool communities, small private
businesses catering to parents of young children, and private medical practice settings. She
became a Certified Hand in Hand Instructor in 2013.

https://www.handinhandparenting.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/CAMFT-CE-Certification-Renewal-2021-3B-Resume-Pamela-Oatis.pdf
https://www.handinhandparenting.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/CAMFT-CE-Certification-Renewal-2021-3B-Resume-Robin-Setchko.pdf


MENTORING CALL DETAILS

Please choose from the following call groups:

● Section A: at 4:00 PM PST on Tuesdays
● Section B: at 9:30 AM PST on Wednesdays
● Section C: at 6:00 AM PST on Thursdays
● Section D: at 9:30 AM PST on Thursdays
● Section E: at 11 AM PST on Fridays

To convert to your timezone try this world clock converter.

The call duration will be 90 minutes and group size is 3-5 participants.

WHAT OUTCOMES ARE POSSIBLE

Helping Children in a Medical Setting

“In my practice, I have noted that when I use Staylistening and Playlistening
tools in the ER, the children recover from their fear and anxiety of painful
procedures more quickly. They also engage in their care and ‘allow’ me to
obtain their vital signs more easily. I use calico dolls to play listen and
perform ‘procedures’ on them. The dolls express their fears and worries and
the child is encouraged to support the doll while he/she has the procedure.
Then I move to the child and we do it together. Most of the time, the child
will then offer themselves for the procedure.”

Brooke Batchelor, R.N.

FAQs
Who is this course designed for?

This course is designed for Licensed Marriage and Family Counselors, Licensed Clinical
Social Workers, Licensed Professional Clinical Counselors, Licensed Educational

https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html


Psychologists, medical professionals who work with parents, children, and families, early
childhood educators and child care providers, clergy, community outreach workers, and
others who work with parents and/or children in their professions.

What is the Hand in Hand Parenting approach all about? How is it different from other
approaches?

At the heart of Hand in Hand Parenting is one very simple idea: children’s feelings play a
deeply useful role in their lives. There are four fundamental principles behind Hand in Hand
Parenting that are related to this simple concept:

1) Connection is absolutely vital to the well-being of children. Being in good connection with
parents and caregivers who are tuned in to their emotional state allows children to learn
well, build loving relationships, and adjust flexibly to the changes that life brings.

2) Children often go through challenging experiences they can’t fully comprehend, which
can cause big upsets to arise. When this happens, they feel disconnected and aren’t always
able to tell us how they’re feeling. Instead, they signal to us through off-track behavior (e.g.
whining, inflexibility, impulsivity, aggression, etc.).

3) We can help children heal from this sense of broken connection by listening to them and
understanding that their emotional expression is part of a natural recovery process.
Listening is the cornerstone of this approach. Hand in Hand offers four listening tools that
parents can use to listen to their children with love and attention so the children have a
chance to cry, have a tantrum, or laugh when life becomes too overwhelming. These
listening tools help children reconnect with their parents and heal from hurt. Our experience
as well as current research tells us that having a chance to release tension in these ways
allows children to once again engage flexibly and lovingly with the people around them.

4) Listening well to their children on a regular basis isn’t easy for parents! It helps greatly
when a parent is listened to regularly themselves. Hand in Hand offers two listening tools
that parents can use to build support for themselves so they can replenish their energies
and do the important emotional work of parenting.

For more information about this approach, read the article Partnering with Your Child by
Patty Wipfler.

How will I be able to use the Hand in Hand Parenting Listening Tools in my professional
practice? What benefits can taking this class bring to my practice?

https://www.handinhandparenting.org/article/partnering-with-your-child/


The Hand in Hand Parenting approach is both concrete and profound. The six Listening
Tools we teach can provide immediate support and relief to an overwhelmed parent, and
offer the possibility of long-term transformation, depending on what a parent is ready for
and open to. You will feel confident in adding these tools alongside other approaches you
may use to work with adult and child clients. Because the Hand in Hand Parenting approach
is a non-judgmental, respectful, and strength-based approach to parenting, your clients will
find themselves feeling deeply respected and accepted by you, which will in turn inspire
them to make the changes necessary to move forward in their lives.

Are there any prerequisites for taking this course?

No. Although we do suggest that you take the Hand in Hand Parenting Starter Class in order
to become familiar with our Listening Tools, we don’t require it. Our experience shows that
the mentoring we give is useful regardless of the level of a person’s experience with Hand in
Hand. If you are already experienced with using this approach in your family and want to
hone these skills in your line of work, then the mentoring serves to help you go deeper into
the approach and how best to share it well with your clients.

What are the requirements for taking this course?

You’ll want to have a work or family situation that gives you contact with parents and/or
children, and bring a willingness to try our Listening Tools either at home or at work. You will
also need:

● Access to a computer
● High-speed internet access
● A phone line (long distance call charges may apply, please check here for

local numbers) or ability to join our conference call via web call. Using your
desktop computer and headset are recommended for this option.

What is it like to be in the Professionals Intensive class? What kind of experience might I
expect?

The classes will include a mixture of instruction, sharing of personal experience as each
participant tries our Listening Tools, mentoring in the use of the approach, and group
listening time that is grounded in the tenets of our approach.

Participants will learn from one another and from their own personal emotional work in the
class. We will focus only lightly on the relationship of Hand in Hand Parenting theory to the



professional training you have had, so there is time to emphasize the experiential learning
you will do at work and at home with the Listening Tools.

Must I have a professional license before I can take this course?

No. However, we do ask that you have a clientele you are working with, as you will be
applying these tools in your practice and sharing your experiences from week to week.

What happens if I miss a class or class call?

We suggest you make every effort to attend all the class calls. Being a part of the group is a
big part of the learning process. Also, according to CAMFT guidelines, every call miss will
cost you a continuing education unit. You can regain that hour of instruction time by
requesting and listening to the audio recording of that call.

If I decide I want to do the Hand in Hand Parenting Starter Class first, will that be okay?
How should I do that?

Yes, of course. You are welcome to take any one of our Starter Classes. If you are looking
for an in-person class in your area, you can check the Local In-Person calendar page. If you
are looking for an online Starter Class, please check the Online Parenting Classes calendar
page.

Will I be able to teach the Hand in Hand Parenting listening skills to the parents I work
with? If so, how would I go about doing that?

The Professionals Intensive course will certainly help you add these listening tools to your
toolbox, and there are a couple of ways in which you can share these skills with the parents
that you work with: You could lead a Parent Resource Group, which is a structured meeting
of parents who listen and talk about the things that matter to them as parents. You can find
more details about how to do this in our “Leading a Parent Resource Group” booklet, which
is available in the Hand in Hand Store.

You could organize a Hand in Hand Parenting Study Group, which is a specific type of
Parent Resource group, using the guidelines for Leading a Study Group to cover each of the
six Hand in Hand listening tools over a period of several weeks, typically six to twelve. If
your clients are interested in attending one of our classes, you can certainly encourage
them to do so and offer them additional support and guidance through that period.



I am not a parent. Is it viable for me to both learn and teach these skills to my clients?

Yes. Practicing the listening tools is a lot easier when you have a child at home. However, if
you have regular access to children through your practice, you’ll be able to practice these
tools. Parents tend to trust those who are speaking from personal experience, so your
ability to teach and work with parents using Hand in Hand will depend on the direct
experience you can gather, as well as your ability to listen well to parents, and to use a
listener yourself. This class will also establish a model for skillfully and sensitively
supporting parents in either group settings or one-on-one.

Will there be opportunities for individual and group consultations after the Professionals
Intensive class as I incorporate these tools into my practice?

Individual consultations are always available, and we would pair you with a consultant who
is also a professional in the field. With sufficient interest, group consultations may be
possible as well.

A PSYCHOTHERAPISTS’S REVIEW OF THE PROFFESSIONALS INTENSIVE IN
HAND IN HANDPARENTING

Five Things I Found Startlingly Useful

by Beth Ohanneson, M.S. M.F.T.

“Non-clinical language: This intelligent, comprehensive parenting approach is stripped of
clinical jargon. The vernacular is connecting, rather than distancing. At the same time,
psychotherapists will quickly notice similarities to relationally-oriented clinical concepts
from D.W. Winnicott, Wilfred Bion, John Bowlby, Stanley Greenspan, Jane Ayers, Bessel Van
der Kolk, Allan Schore, Heinz Kohut, and others. Hand in Hand’s Parenting by Connection
operationalizes psychodynamic theory for parents who want greater emotional connection
with their children, in addition to children who are better behaved. It greatly enhanced my
ability to connect with parents in my practice, and provided me with relationally oriented
tools to offer them.

“Group Format: I learned a well–structured format for facilitating parent groups within my
practice. Prior to this class, I was not particularly interested in mastering the therapeutic
elements of group process. This group format beautifully balances the delivery of didactic



content with the delivery of noninvasive, emotional support. By the end of the class, I felt
very well cared for, as well as very well informed.

“Emotional release is valued: Perhaps the most distinctive element of this parenting
approach is the value it places on emotional release in the presence of a caring person who
is receptive and emotionally present. Listening well to children, even during tantrums or
aggressive outbursts, is at the heart of this approach and signals a powerful paradigm shift
in contemporary thinking about the work of parenting. This class challenged my thinking
about what an appropriate consequence is. It gives alternatives to behavioral strategies
aimed at extinguishing, shaping, or distracting children away from their feelings via rewards,
punishments, and the punitive use of time-outs. It also offers an alternative to educational
strategies, which often rush children towards “thinking” and “using words” too soon. It
details how to safely and respectfully listen to children’s emotions, while setting clear limits
and maintaining high behavioral expectations. All this is congruent with contemporary
thinking in the fields of both trauma recovery and the neuroscience of secure attachment
formation. This ‘time in’ approach is also distinctively anchored in the understanding that
parents too, need more support and opportunities for emotional release in order to provide
secure attachment figures for their children.
“Greater respect for the work of parenting: This strategy doesn’t just instruct parents to find
more support, while subtly implying, ‘You can pay me or another professional for that
support, or you’re on your own.’ Instead, Hand in Hand Parenting offers a detailed
framework for increasing support, which parents can take away and implement for FREE.
Fostering this kind of agency and leadership is a very respectful way to conduct business
with hardworking parents. Paradoxically, when parents are supported with fresh ideas to
build more support into their lives, I found that they tended to remain in group or individual
treatment for longer.

“Parenting in the Context of Culture: Where D.W. Winnicott said, “There is no baby without a
mother,” we might go on to say, “There is no mother without a community.” I appreciated the
opportunity to lean out from the comfort of my professional specialty, and consider how
common cultural attitudes often leave parents feeling inadequate and isolated. This
provocative topic is addressed thoughtfully, without being heavy-handed. Hand in Hand
Parenting offers intelligent thinking about the work of parenting, as intentional
counterpoints to subtle, negative messages that are culturally conveyed.

“It has been tremendously gratifying to weave this parenting strategy into my clinical work
with parents, and into my home life with my own children.”



SYLLABUS

Professionals Intensive Syllabus Link

ADA REQUIREMENTS

If you have ADA requirements in order to participate, please contact Hand in Hand to
request reasonable accommodations.

*Accreditation Notice: Hand in Hand Parenting is approved by the California Association of
Marriage and Family Therapists to sponsor continuing education for LMFTs, LCSWs, LPCCs,
and/or LEPs. Hand in Hand Parenting maintains responsibility for this program/course and
its content.

CANCELATION AND TRANSFER POLICY

The following policies apply to the Professionals Intensive in Hand in Hand Parenting.

Cancellation Policy

A participant in the Professionals Intensive earns a CEU for each hour of active and
engaged participation in each of the eight conference calls scheduled. Missing part or all of
one or more calls will result in a lower number of CEUs earned.

Missing conference calls

When a participant misses multiple calls, they are welcome to continue with the course, and
encouraged to complete the video assignments, as they contain an important part of the
instructional content of the course. Please report to your call leader when you have
completed the video assignments connected with the call you missed. We will send you a
brief test relating to each of the first six classes so we can verify that you have watched the
videos for that week.

There is no fee discount or refund for missing a conference call, as we have engaged the
instructor to teach the full number of participants.

Cancellation before the start of the course



If a participant cancels their registration for the Professionals Intensive more than 14 days
before the start of the course, their fee will be returned to them in full. A participant will be
charged a cancellation fee of 1/9th the full class fee for notice received 14 days or fewer
before the start of the course. A participant who wants to cancel should send an e-mail to
admin@handinhandparenting.org with “Cancellation Requested” in the subject line. Their
e-mail must contain:

● the participant’s name, address, and phone number
● the date of the start of the Professionals Intensive they registered for

Questions can be sent in via e-mail to admin@handinhandparenting.org or a participant can
contact us at 650-322-5323. The refund will be sent within 7 business days.

Dropping the course after it has started

If a participant decides for any reason to discontinue their participation, they can request a
partial refund for the classes they will not attend, with a 2-day notification requirement. This
means that if we are notified of withdrawal three or more days before their next scheduled
class, they will be refunded for that next scheduled class along with the other classes to
follow.

A participant may download and keep the booklets and manual associated with the class,
but will be removed from the online classroom on the date of the first class they drop.

Refunds will be calculated thus: The total fee paid will be divided by 9. 1/9th of their fee will
be retained to cover administration costs. The participant will be refunded 1/9th of their fee
for every class they will not attend after notification that is in accordance with our
notification policy.

Refund Policy

A request for a refund should be sent, with “Refund Requested” in the subject line, to
admin@handinhandparenting.org. The email should contain the following information:

● the name, address, and phone number of the participant making the request
● the date of the start of the Professionals Intensive they registered for,
● the dates of the classes attended so far,
● the date of the final class the participant plans to attend.



Questions can be sent via email to admin@handinhandparenting.org or a participant can
contact us at 650-322-5323. The refund will be sent within 7 business days.

Grievance Policy

We at Hand in Hand guarantee customer satisfaction in the value of our services and
products. We guarantee that we will teach our unique approach with warmth and respect
toward parents and children, and we guarantee that our Instructors, though not able to
address every issue, will endeavor to bring the parents they serve the benefit of our 30 years
of experience with the Hand in Hand Parenting approach. However, because good people
can disagree about aspects of any parenting approach, we cannot guarantee that every
customer will agree with every aspect of our perspective and experience. And we cannot
guarantee that none of our instructors will ever make a mistake in judgment or have a lapse
in thoughtfulness.

This grievance policy is written to address the following kinds of grievances between a
Professionals Intensive participant and Hand in Hand Parenting, the continuing education
provider:

● Refund requests
● Complaints about course content
● Complaints about facilities and/or online platforms for distance learning
● Complaints about non-receipt of certificates
● Complaints about miscellaneous occurrences
● Filing a Complaint

Professionals Intensive participants should notify Hand in Hand Parenting as soon as
possible about their complaint by sending an email to admin@handinhandparenting.org
with the subject line, “Professionals Intensive Participant Complaint.” This email should
include their name, the start date of the class they have taken, their address and phone
number, and their complaint, including dates and names of the people involved

Upon receipt of a notice complaint from a participant, or notice of a complaint registered
with BBS or CAMFT, Hand in Hand will do its own initial investigation of the circumstances
and respond within five business days.

The Program Director will contact the aggrieved party, and work toward a resolution of their
complaint. If no resolution is found, the Executive Director will work toward a resolution with
the aggrieved party. When a resolution is reached, a statement will be written, for both the
Hand in Hand staff member and the aggrieved party to sign.



Records and Reporting

A record of each complaint and the resolution will be kept at Hand in Hand, and will be
reported to CAMFT in the initial and subsequent renewal applications.

This grievance policy is available to anyone upon request to
admin@handinhandparenting.org, and is posted as a link in the description of the
Professionals Intensive Course.


